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Abstract 
 
Here are attributed and analyzed collectively the first anonymous articles of Zhukovsky's late historiosophical sketches in German 
journalism of late 1840s – early 1850s in comparison with the Russian variants of these works that appeared later. The main 
characteristics and ways of Russian, German, and English images representation are determined in the article. The evolution of the 
dialogue of cultures in the thinker Zhukovsky's view is shown.   
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1. Introduction 
Some prose writings by Vasily Zhukovsky (1787-1852), a classic of Russian literature, "the genius of translation", 
as A.S. Pushkin called him, a longstanding educator of the Russian Imperial family and mentor of Czar Liberator 
Alexander II, about the historical, cultural and socio-political events in Europe of the middle of the 19th century and 
Russia's place in the newly emerging geopolitical space were publis hed in German in Germany. It is the articles, 
known in the Russian editorial practice under the title "On the events of 1848. Letter to Count Sh-k" ("O 
proisshestviyakh 1848 goda. Pis'mo k grafu Sh-ku",1848), "Russian and English policy" ("Russkaya i angliyskaya 
politika",1850), "On the occasion of the German press attacks on Russia: Letter to the Editor of the newspaper" ("Po 
povodu napadok nemetskoy pressy na Rossiyu: Pis'mo v redaktsiyu gazety") (1850), and the essay "Joseph Radowitz" 
(1850). The articles are the result of the interlinguistic work of Zhukovsky and his circle as they were written in 
Russian, then translated into German and sent to Russia in the form of letters. They were intended for a book of "holy 
prose" the Romanticist planned, but were first published in Germany. 
 
2. Review of related research 
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After the revolution of 1848 in Germany, censorship and the ban on the publication of Russophobian works in Prussia 
lost its effect. In 1849, the anti-Russian sentiment in the German journalism began to grow gradually and as a result the 
image of Russia in the German world in late 1840s – early 1850s lost its independent significance and became part of 
the opposing ideologies (Zaichenko, 2004). The image of the eternal enemy that the dissenting political parties found in 
Russia and in the person of its Emperor, proved beneficial as the basis for the desired unification of Germany. 
In accordance with the events in the history and politics the evolution of thought can be traced in Zhukovsky's 
publications of 1848-1850. The first article (the analogue of the Russian text "On the events of 1848") was published in 
the supplement to the New Prussian Newspaper (Neue Preußische Zeitung) on August 30, 1848 under the heading 
"Germany. From the Main, August 22" ("Deutschland. Vom Main, den 22. August") with a brief introduction and 
without a by line. The article contains the sacral comparison of Germany and Russia. In the Russian version this text 
consists of several parts with comments and postscripts of the author. The clear two-part structure of the original 
German publication with all pro-Russian and anti-Russophobian arguments excluded actually makes the article a 
dialogue of stories about the representatives of the two great monarchies – Russian and Prussian. While in the Russian 
version Zhukovsky develops a broad idea of the Russian special way of development, of Russia as a separate world that 
does not belong either to the West or to the East, the apparent parallelism of the two subjects in the German article 
makes the direct comparison of the images of Russia and Germany the top of the plot. 
Thus, the abdication from the throne of Grand Duke Constantine Pavlovich presents "a pure example of sacrificing the 
power for the love of the truth and duty" ("Aufopferung der Gewalt aus Pflichtgefühl und Rechtsliebe"(No Name, 
1848)). An obvious parallel to it is the abdication from the throne of Frederick William IV. The central scene of the first 
part takes place in a church where the heir to the Russian throne, Nicholas I "directly from the hand of God, received his 
crown" ("unmittelbar aus Gottes Hand erhielt er seine Krone" (No Name, 1848)). Similar intentions are found in the 
second part devoted to the inauguration of Frederick William IV, his forced abdication, interaction with the new order, 
where the monarch is presented as "full of enthusiasm for his imperial duty, full of reverence for all the saint, selfless, 
sincere, unselfish" ("er ist eben so begeistert fuer seinen königlichen Beruf, eben so voller Andacht vor allem Heiligen, 
selbstverläugnend, wahr, uneigensinnig" (No Name, 1848)). The article ends with a symbolic handshake of Archduke 
John of Austria, and Frederick William IV by the walls of the Cologne Cathedral that represents the sacral center of the 
German part of the text as "the great temple of the German people" ("der heilige Tempel Germaniens"). 
The other essays by Zhukovsky were published in 1850, when the historical and political situation in Germany and 
Europe as a whole began to be more or less clear. 
Zhukovsky wrote his journalistic sketch "On the occasion of the German press attacks on Russia: Letter to the Editor of 
the newspaper" in response to an article published in the supplement to Number 66 of Augsburg Universal Newspaper 
(Allgemeine Zeitung) on March 7, 1850. The German article signed by the abbreviation "ng" was published in the 
analytical section devoted to news from the allied Switzerland under the title "Bern: rumors about a possible 
intervention" ("Bern: Interventionsgerüchte"). The journalist's argument about the situation in Switzerland and 
Germany is imbued with skepticism in relation to the Conservative Party and the radicals, to the newly elected 
Bundestag and its public policy to conduct which the media, the periodical press in particular, was actively used. 
Rumors about the predatory intentions of the great powers ("Groβmächte") distributed in the press, according to the 
author, are the "welcome manna to the meager newspaper world" ("ein willkommendes Manna der dürren 
Zeitungswelt"). Yet, the author of the article believes that speculating on the subject of intervention, the German media 
and politicians underestimate the real threat: "So we cannot assume that the topic of intervention is exhausted; on the 
contrary, we believe in an early intervention; but he who believes that the conservatives in this case will come together 
with external forces is grossly mistaken" ("Drum können wir nicht glauben, dass die Sache der Intervention abgemacht 
sey; im Gegentheil, wir glauben an eine baldige Intervention; wer aber meinen möchte die Conservativen würden in 
diesem Falle mit den auswärtigen Mächten einig geben, der täuschte sich vollkommen"). The journalist's article is a 
vivid example of how, after the failed revolution of 1848, Russia's image, largely due to the efforts of journalism, 
gradually becomes the image of an eternal enemy that the dissenting political parties of the German world found 
beneficial as a reason for the desired unification of Germany. 
This is why in his "Letter to the Editor of the newspaper" Zhukovsky develops the theme of groundless attacks on 
Russia characteristic for the German journalism at the end of 1840s – beginning of 1850s and denies rumors of a 
possible intervention by arguing the idea of the special way of his Homeland. In the very first paragraph of the essay 
"On the occasion of the German press attacks on Russia" he ridicules the most popular, virtually phraseological 
propaganda stereotypes of anti-Russian German journalism of the middle of the 19th century, namely: "russische Hülfe" 
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("Russian help"), "russische Horden" ("Russian hordes"), "russisches Barbarenthum" ("Russian barbarism"), "russisches 
Gespenst" ("ghost of Russia"). The final sentences emphasize the primacy of the intercultural and interethnic dialogue: 
"Let Germany go its own way without forcing Russia to follow it and without denouncing it for its originality. The 
ways are different; but their purpose is the same: people's prosperity based on God's truth" (No Name, 1902). 
It is not known whether the essay was sent, since neither Russian nor German manuscripts have been preserved. The 
Augsburg newspaper did not publish Zhukovsky's letter. In fact, the theme of Russia and the discussions about the 
possibility of its alliance with Prussia that wanted to lead the German world were exhausted. Newspapers and 
magazines found a new target for a lively debate, namely, the policy of the United Kingdom headed by Lord 
Palmerston. The Russian poet took an active part in this debate. He wrote an article "Russian and British policy" and 
sent it to the same Augsburg Universal Newspaper. 
The essay on the dialogue between Russia, Germany and England is based on the same artistic tools, but with the 
opposite sign. The original German publication focused on the exclusively negative portrait of the anti-hero Lord 
Palmerston representing England. In 1846-1851, Henry John Temple, Viscount Palmerston (1784-1865), headed the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and built the foreign policy of England on the principle of the balance of power, that is the 
division of Europe into groups of countries warring and thus weakening each other. During the European events of 
1848-1849 he supported the revolutionary movements in Italy and Hungary. During his service the relationship of 
England with France and Russia deteriorated sharply. The stumbling block was the foreign policy of Nicholas I, 
especially Russia's progress in the Middle East perceived as a threat to India. Zhukovsky does not stint epithets calling 
Palmerston the "evil genius of our time" dishonoring England by plunder and debauchery, and by shameless stepping 
down on all the principles on which human society rests" ("der böse Genius unserer Zeit", "durch Niedertreten aller 
Grundsätze auf denen die menschliche Gesellschaft ruht" (No Name, 1850)). Zhukovsky colorfully embodied satirizing 
Germany in the image of a rooster eagerly preserving its erroneous beliefs, that is prejudice against Russia, the same 
tone is heard in the first epithet describing England: 
"The general belief when it turns into a deep-routed prejudice becomes obstinate to stupidity and is as still as a rooster 
that, if you put it on the floor, press its head to the floor and draw a long line with a chalk from its beak, it will lie still 
confident that it is tied until a good kick sends it away from the spot. So still is the rooster of Germany in its opinion 
about us. It will have its good kick that will move it and that kick, most probably, will come from the fair England" 
(Solche Ansicht, wenn einmal zum Vorurtheil erhärtet, ist dann meist bis zur Dummheit eigensinnig; ich möchte sie, 
gestatten Sie mir das Bild, mit dem Hahne vergleichen dem man den Kopf auf die Erde drückt, mit Kreide einen weit 
fortlaufenden Strich über den Schnabel zieht, und der, im Glauben er sey angebunden, solange ruhig liegen bleibt, bis 
ein guter Fußtritt ihn eines Bessern belehrt; so liegt noch mancher deutsche Hahn unbeweglich vor seinem Kreidestrich 
der nach Russland weist, vielleicht bis englischer Fußtritt ihn aufscheucht). 
Antithesis as the main method of the narrative is already manifested in the title of the article, the members of the 
opposition are reversed depending on the target audience ("Englische und russische Politik" in the original publication 
and "Russian and British policy" in the translation), but with this shift in the emphasis the intensity of the contrast is 
unchanged. A typical romanticist device of juxtaposition of opposite characteristics contributes to the creation of the 
negative image of England. For instance, the glorification of a long line of Victorian values is followed by their 
crushing overthrow in opposite connotations: 
"Law and justice", 
"Christianity, the only true source of moral strength, 
has not yet been overturned by unbelief", 
"rich literature", 
" nepotism", 
"safety of all the inalienable personal rights, legal 
freedom of people", 
"respect for humanity", 
"high sense of one's human and civil dignity of each 
person", 
"solid love of Homeland that protects this treasure 
for all — that is England". 
"England, for all its national greatness, is nothing else but the 
world's corsair, an accomplice, first undercover, of all petty 
robbers that ruin overtly and covertly other peoples' public 
order. Now it is an explicit robber proclaiming the right of the 
strong, as the last result of the Christian civilization and 
shamelessly hoisting the red banner of communism in the midst 
of the states in the imitation of the dirty crowds that build 
barricades in the cities for plunder in the name of freedom. 
<...> The heart boils with indignation and scorn: with 
indignation against the whole nation that allows such a 
shameless abuse of power and such a violation of all truth". 
Thus, the plot and genre forming factor of Zhukovsky's prose cycle of 1848-1850 is the poetics of dialogue. 
Dialogue between Russia and Europe forms the metatext, dialogue with the authors-publicists and readers of the 
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German press determines the form of the narrative. Communicative problems play a leading role in the cycle analyzed, 
and the technique of dialogue is based on the romanticist poetics of contrast and personification. The composition 
integrity of the works is based on the dialogical relations, on the cohesion of the opposite lines that, as a result, is 
"broader, deeper and more significant than the sum of the two judgments" (Makagonenko, 1974), or the two positions. 
The biggest essay by Zhukovsky, his work about Joseph von Radowitz, was published in Germany as a separate 
pamphlet (No Name, 1850). The image of the ideal outgoing Germany united under one monarch's crown, the Germany 
Zhukovsky wanted to see, is represented by personification. The Russian poet draws this ideal in the character of 
Radowitz in the form of a servant of the autocracy, poet and educator of the court, theologian and scholar, knight 
remaining true to his king and his ideas. It is the Germany that the author approaches again with Russia and its destiny. 
Zhukovsky directly expresses this thought in his characteristic manner only in the Russian version of the essay: "the 
unification of Germany on the grounds Prussia wants to build it on is the death of the revolution" and "the soul of this 
policy, from the minute Prussia proposed a union to Germany, is Radowitz". 
 
3. Conclusion 
Thus, in the context of current events relevant is the historical perspective of the modern world community that 
finds precedents of creating a negative image of a different country, nation and culture in order to justify its own 
identity. The described works by V.A. Zhukovsky in the German journalism of the middle of the 19th century reveal the 
mechanisms of creation and functioning of the images of Germany, England and Russia in the intensive intercultural 
dialogue, or rather cross-cultural debate, that require special attention and further consideration in the context of the 
diachronic history of Russian-German contacts. 
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